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SUMMARY

AND

CONCLUSIONS

1. The coding of time-varying electric fields in the weakly electric fish, Eigenmannia,
was investigated in a quantitative manner.
The activity of single P-type electroreceptor afferents was recorded
while the amplitude of an externally applied sinusoidal electric
field was stochastically
modulated. The amplitude modulation
waveform (i.e., the stimulus) was reconstructed from the spike
trains by mean square estimation.
2. From the stimulus and the reconstructions we calculated the
following: 1) the signal-to-noise ratio and thus an effective temporal bandwidth of the units; 2) the coding fraction, i.e., a measure
of the fraction of the time-varying stimulus encoded in single spike
trains; and 3) the mutual information provided by the reconstructions about the stimulus.
3. Signal-to-noise
ratios as high as 7: 1 were observed and the
bandwidth ranged from 0 up to 200 Hz, consistent with the limit
imposed by the sampling theorem. Reducing the cutoff frequency
of the stimulus increased the signal-to-noise
ratio at low frequencies, indicating a nonlinearity
in the receptors’ response.
4. The coding fraction and the rate of mutual information transmission increased in parallel with the standard deviation (i.e., the
contrast) of the stimulus as well as the mean firing rate of the units.
Significant encoding occurred 20-40 Hz above the spontaneous
discharge of a unit.
5. When the temporal cutoff frequency of the stimulus was
increased between 80 and 400 Hz, 1) the coding fraction decreased,
2) the rate of mutual information transmission remained constant
over the same frequency range, and 3) the reconstructed filter
changed. This is in agreement with predictions obtained in a simplified neuronal model.
6. Our results suggest that 1) the information
transmitted by
single spike trains of primary electrosensory afferents to higherorder neurons in the fish brain depends on the contrast and the
cutoff frequency of the stimulus as well as on the mean firing rate
of the units; and 2) under optimal conditions, more than half of
the information about a Gaussian stimulus that can in principle be
encoded is carried in single spike trains of P-type afferents at rates
up to 200 bits per second.

INTRODUCTION

The electric fish, Eigenmannia, generates quasisinusoidal
electric organ discharges (EODs) at individually fixed frequencies (250-600 Hz) for electrolocation and communication (for reviews, see Bullock and Heiligenberg 1986; Heiligenberg 1991) . The fish detect objects in the environment
by sensing local perturbations in the phase and the amplitude
of the electric field with tuberous electroreceptors located
on the body surface (Bastian 1986; Zakon 1986). For at
least one specific behavior, the jamming avoidance response,
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these two features of the electric field are combined in order
to compute whether the EOD frequency should be raised or
lowered by the animal (Heiligenberg and Partridge 198 1) .
Although it is known that phase information is processed
with a remarkable temporal resolution by the electrosensory
system (Kawasaki et al. 1988; Rose and Heiligenberg 1985),
the coding of time-varying amplitude modulations has not
yet been investigated in detail. We characterize here in a
rigorous manner the ability of single afferents to represent
temporal electric field amplitude modulations.
The tuberous receptor cells in an electroreceptor organ
are innervated by boutons from single afferent axons projecting to the electrosensory lateral line lobe of the medulla.
The number of receptor organs contacted per afferent axon
forms a bimodal distribution in adult Eigenmannia (Zakon
1987; see also Sanchez and Zakon 1990), thus allowing for
two. types of tuberous receptors: time coders (T-type) and
amplitude coders (P-type). Tuberous receptors are tuned to
the EOD frequency of the individual. They respond to a
low-amplitude sinusoidal electric field at their best frequency
by firing in a loosely phase-locked manner, with a probability
of firing < 1 per electric field cycle. As the amplitude of the
electric field is increased, the probability of firing increases,
and for a sufficiently large amplitude, electroreceptor afferents phase-lock 1: 1 and fire once for each cycle of the sinusoidal electric field. The tuning curves, i.e., the isothreshold
curves for 1: 1 phase-locking taken over a range of stimulus
frequencies, are V-shaped, T receptors being more sensitive
and more sharpely tuned than P receptors (Hopkins 1976).
In the physiological range of frequency and amplitude of
the electric field, T-type electroreceptor afferents fire in a
phase-locked manner once for each cycle of the electric field,
whereas P-type electroreceptor afferents fire in a loosely
phase-locked manner with a probability of < 1 per cycle
(Bastian and Heiligenberg 1980; Scheich et al. 1973; but
see also Viancour 1979).
In this study, the coding of amplitude-modulated electric
fields in spike trains of P-type units was investigated. Measures of coding such as the signal-to-noise ratio, the coding
fraction, and the rate of mutual information transmission
were calculated. The spike trains and the white noise amplitude modulations were analyzed with the use of mean square
stochastic estimation (Poor 1994; Saleh 1978; Wiener
1949). This allows us to compute a filter that, when convolved with the spike train of the neuron in response to the
time-varying stimulus, produces an optimal reconstruction
of the stimulus (Bialek et al. 1991; Rieke et al. 1993; see
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also Theunissen et al. 1996; Warland and Meister 1993).
This method was applied 1) to study the coding of amplitude
modulations at the input stage of the electrosensory system
of electric fish, and, more generally, 2) to explore how the
measures of coding depend on the statistics of the stimulus,
the spontaneous activity and the mean firing rate of neurons.
METHODS

Stimulus and electrophysiulogy
Adult specimens of Eigevtmanlzia, 15 -20 cm long, were acquired from tropical fish dealers under the commercial name glass
knife fish and maintained at 25OC in aquarium water adjusted for
resistivity to a value of lo-20
k!Xcm and having a pH of 7.
Before an experiment, the fish’s EOD frequency was measured.
The animal wasthen injected intramuscularlywith 20 ,~l (2 mg/

B

ml) of Flaxedil (gallaminethriethiodide,Sigma,St Louis, MO) to
paralyze the fish and to block the myogenic EOD. Experiments
were performed in water of 8-10 kn/cm resistivity, a pH of 7,
and a temperature of 25*C. The fish was gently held on its side by
a foam-lined clamp and ventilation was provided by a stream of
aeratedwater led into the animal’s mouth through a glass tube. A

residualEOD-relatedsignalcould be detectedwith a pair of wire
electrodesplacednext to the tail. To record the activity of single
afferent units from electroreceptororganslocatedon the animal’s
trunk, the posterior branch of the anterior lateral line nerve was
exposed just rostra1 to the operculum. Recordings were made with
the use of 1 M KCl-filled glass electrodes (40-60 MO) and an
amplifier (WPI M707A, Sarasota, FL). The indifferent electrode
was a silver wire placed around the recording electrode like a small
ring.
The electric field in the water was established by a pair of

.
IOOms

chloridedsilver electrodes,one placedin the mouth and onenear
the tail of the fish (positive pole at the mouth; see Fig. 1A). The
stimulus voltage was generated by a function generator (Exact 5 19,
Hillsboro, OR) coupled to the electrodes by a transformer. The
voltage generatingthe electric stimulus,V(t), had a meanamplitude, A, and a carrier frequency, fcamier, and was modulated according to

v(t) = Ao[1+ s(t)1 COS
(27[lf,arrier~)

C
V*/Hz
2.5dO- 4

(0

The carrier frequency was set to the value of the fish’s electric
EOD frequency before curarization (typically slightly larger than
400 Hz for the fish selected in these experiments), and s ( t) was
a random, zero-mean voltage having a flat (white) power spectrum
up to a variable cutoff frequency,&, and a variable standard deviation, 0’. The function generator is designed so that a value s(t) =
+ 1 V doubles the amplitude, whereas s(t) = - 1 V reduces the
amplitude to 0. The white noise, s(t), was produced by playing a
blank tape on a tape recorder (HP3964A, Loveland, CO). This
signal was then filtered through a flat-amplitude low-pass filter (2
4-pole Butterworth filters in series, Wavetek Rockland 452, San
Diego, CA), and attenuatedwith a voltage divider before being
fed into the external amplitude-modulated
input of the function
generator. This allowed us to vary fc and the standard deviation of
the stimulus (see Fig. 1 C and Thsury, below; g2 is equal to the
integrated power spectral density of the stimulus). An increase in
fc is reflected in the time domain by a decrease in the autocorrelation
width of the stimulus (see Fig. lC, inset). This occurs because
variations in the stimulus take place on a faster time scale when
higher frequencies are included. The electric field was monitored
with bipolar electrodes placed close to the side fin and oriented
perpendicularly
to the skin. Mean amplitudes at the side fin, Asf,
were typically in the physiological range of the order of 1 mV/cm
(see RESULTS).
Because the location of the receptors was not
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FIG. 1. A : schematic drawing of the experimental setup. A blank tape
was played on a tape recorder (T), and the output signal was passed
through a low-pass filter with variable cutoff frequency (BF) before
being fed into the function generator (FG) . The electric field was generated by 2 electrodes placed in the mouth and near the tail of the fish.
The stimulus isolation unit is represented by the 2 intersecting circles.
B: typical example of an extracellular spike train and sample stimulus.
The cutoff frequency of the stimulus was 175 Hz, and its power spectrum
is shown in C. C: power spectra of 2 different stimuli with fcs of 175
and 740 Hz. The thick line superposed to the largest power spectral

density

( fc

=

175 Hz)

is the best fit obtained

from

the transfer

function

of the low-pass Butterworth filter. The 2 stimuli had a standard deviation
0 of 0.16 V (wide band, fc = 740 Hz) and 0.17 V (short band, fc =
175 Hz). Inset: autocorrelation function of the 2 signals. The width of
autocorrelation

(that

is, the time interval

of significant

stimulus values) decreases with increasing fc.

correlation
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mapped in these experiments and the electric field was inhomogeneous, the value of the mean amplitude of the electric field at the
location of the receptors was not known. The afferent recordings
together with the white noise (see Fig. 1 B) were stored on magnetic tape (sampling rate 20 kHz, Vetter Instruments 3000A, Rebersburg, PA) and later A-D converted (sampling rate 10 kHz,
Datapac II, Run Technologies, Laguna Hills, CA).
Electroreceptor
afferents were identified as P-type and included
in this study when 1) the probability of firing per period of the EOD
was < 1 in the physiological range of the electric field amplitude; 2)
the spontaneous activity was irregular (P-type),
as opposed to
bursting (T-type) (Scheich et al. 1973); and 3) the units phaselocked with large jitter (P-type) as opposed to small jitter (T-type)
(Bastian and Heiligenberg
1980; Scheich et al. 1973). Thus 26
units were selected for further analysis. Once a unit was selected,
the following
protocols, each having a duration of 135 s, were
performed as time permitted. 1) The spontaneous activity was
measured. 2) The response to wide-band (fc = 740 Hz) white
noise was recorded. 3) The values of fc, the mean amplitude, A,,
and the standard deviation, CT, of the white noise, s(t), were
changed in a pseudorandom manner. The range of values used for
the standard deviation, 0, was limited to 0 < 0.25 V (i.e., mean
variations of at most 25% in the amplitude of the electric field) in
order to ensure that A (t) = A, [ 1 + s(t)] Z- 0. Negative values of
A (t) would have introduced phase changes in addition to amplitude
changes in the signal given by Eq. 1. When the mean amplitude,
A,, was changed, values covered typically a range of 20 dB around
the mean value of A,.

Theory
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1994). Once the best linear estimate, s,,~( t) , is determined,
‘ ‘noise’ ’ contaminating
the reconstructions is defined as

Let &,(f ) be the power spectrum of the noise and &(f ) the power
spectrum of the stimulus. The signal-to-noise ratio is defined as
SNR(f)

(2)

&I

be the spike train (where ti are the spike occurrence times) recorded
in response to the stimulus, with the mean firing rate, x,, subtracted.
A linear estimate, s,& t) , of the stimulus, s(t) , given the spike
train, was obtained by convolving x(t) with a filter, h(t)
dt’h(t

- t’)x(t’)

(3)

s 0

The filter, h(t), is to be chosen in such a way as to minimize
mean square error, c2, between the stimulus and estimate
E2---

1

T

T so

dtb(O

- MO12

the

(4)

where the integration is over the duration (T = 135 s) of the
experiment. An explicit formula (Poor 1994; Wiener 1949) for
this filter is
h(t)

=

s4
-fc

df -&xc-f> -i2y&
Sxdf) e

(5)

where fc is the cutoff frequency of the stimulus and S,, (f ) and
S,, (f ) are the Fourier transforms of the cross-correlation
and the
autocorrelation
functions of the stimulus and spike trains
1

Rsxcd = -

T

T so

dts(t)x(t

+ r)

and

R,,(r)

1
= T

T
s0

dtx( t)x(t

+ r)

respectively. The filter given in Eq. 5 will not be causal in general
h(t) # 0 for t > 0, see RESULTS].
Causality is usually implemented by introducing a delay in the reconstructions (Bialek et al.
1991) or by the use of a causal Wiener-Kolmogorov
filter (Poor
[i.e.,

(6)

and is a measure of the amount of signal power present at a given
frequency relative to the noise contaminating
the reconstructions.
In the extreme case where the spike train is completely unrelated
to the signal, SNR( f ) = 1 for all frequencies, f , otherwise
SNR (f ) > 1. It can be shown (Gabbiani and Koch 1996) that the
mean square error in the reconstructions is

E2--

fc
sJL
-

f_

df

Sss(f>
SNR(f)

-v ,

and takes its maximal value, E2 = 0 2, when SNR(f ) = 1 for all
frequencies f . Thus the coding fraction, y, defined as
J/xl-l

cr

is a normalized measure of the quality of reconstructions, taking
values between 0 (when the reconstructions
are not better than
chance) and 1 (when 100% of the stimulus standard deviation has
been reconstructed, that is, the reconstructions
are perfect). The
coding fraction can thus be compared across experiments.
For a Gaussian white noise stimulus, the E-entropy or rate distortion function, defined as
(in bits/s)

(7)

is a measure of the rate of mutual information transmitted by the
reconstructions
about the stimulus (see Gabbiani 1996; Kolmogorov 1956; Shannon 1963, sect. 27 and 28). Dividing by the
mean firing rate, X, of the unit yields the mutual information transmitted per spike, I, = I,/X.

Data analysis

T

&stW =

= =

sl"(f>

The data were analyzed with the use of the following algorithm
(Bialek et al. 1991; Gabbiani 1996; Gabbiani and Koch 1996).
Let

x(t) = c 6(t - ti) -

the

The spike peak occurrence times were selected and resampled at
2 kHz together with the stimulus, s(t). This precision was sufficient
because only frequencies well below the Nyquist frequency of the
digitization
( 1,000 Hz) were of interest (see RESULTS).
Estimates
of the stimulus and spike train power spectra were obtained with
the use of a fast Fourier algorithm and Bartlett windowing
(see
Press et al. 1992)) and by averaging 130 samples of data ( 1,024
ms long). The same analysis was performed to obtain estimates
of the cross-correlation
between spike trains and stimuli and, later
on, the power spectrum of the noise in the reconstructions. Because
the total recording time used to compute these estimates was 135
s and P units had typical firing rates > 100 Hz in these experiments,
> 10,000 spikes were averaged. The cutoff frequency of the stimulus was estimated by fitting the squared gain of the low-pass filter
transfer function (2 4-pole Butterworth filters in series; Oppenheim
and Schafer 1989) to the power spectrum of the stimulus, s(t)
(see the 2 superposed traces for the lower fc in Fig. 1C). The
optimal linear-filter, h(t), was obtained by deconvolving the crosscorrelation of the spike train and stimulus with the power spectrum
of the spike train according to Es. 5 (see Theory, above). The
reconstructions were obtained by computing the convolution of the
filter and spike train, x(t) , (see Eqs. 2 and 3) in the frequency
domain with the use of a fast Fourier transform. To avoid contamination by the carrier frequency of the spike train (see RESULTS and
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Fig. 2, C2 and C3), all the numerical Fourier components of the
filter were set to 0 for frequencies greater than fcamier - 30 Hz.
>400 Hz for the fish selected in these
Because
fcarrier was typically
experiments and signal-to-noise
ratios were always equal to 1 for
frequencies >200 Hz ( see RESULTS and Fig. 3AI ) , these frequency
components can be safely neglected. The integration over time,
giving the mean square error in Eq. 4, was calculated with the use
of the trapezoidal rule. Experimental
errors were either obtained
directly by repeated measurements (standard deviation over 10
different trials of the same experiment)
or by error propagation
(Bronshtein
and Semendyayev 1985, sect. 2.1.2).
The reconstructions described above were also compared (see
Mean Jiring rate, below, and Fig. 20) with reconstructions
obtained by the use of the cross-correlation
between the stimulus and
spike train divided by the mean firing rate of the units, R,, ( t)l X,
in place of the optimal filter, h(t), in Eq. 3. The cross-correlation
function R,,( 7) (also called reverse correlation when 7- > 0, see
Theory, above) is proportional to the mean stimulus preceding and
following a spike. It is thus plausible that an estimate of the stimulus could be obtained by convolving
the spike train with R,,(t)
(Gielen et al. 1988). However, such reconstructions will not satisfy
an optimality principle (such as minimizing
the mean square error). Furthermore, the dimensional units of the cross-correlation
(Vspikes
l s-’ in the present case) do not coincide with the units
required for a reconstruction filter (V) . It has been shown (Gabbiani and Koch 1996) that dividing R,,(t) by the mean firing rate
yields a reconstruction filter with correct dimension that converges
to the optimal filter h(t) for idealized neuron models in the limit
of low firing rate.
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probability density for the spike distribution (i.e., the time
of occurrence of a given spike depends on the time of occurrence of the preceding spike but not on earlier ones).
Figure 2Cl shows the interspike interval distribution of
the same P units as in Fig. 2B3 in response to a stochastically
modulated electric field (fc = 88 Hz) of increasing mean
amplitude A, (from bottom to top; see Eq. 1) . The interspike
interval distribution is concentrated at integral multiples of
the sinusoidal carrier period, 1lfcarrier. This translates in the
Fourier domain by the appearance of peaks in the power
spectrum of the spike trains atfcarrierand its integral harmonics (see Fig. 2C3). With an increase of the mean stimulus
amplitude, the interspike interval distribution shifts toward
intervals of shorter length (see Fig. 2C1, from bottom to
top) and the peak power at the first harmonic increases (see
Fig. 2C2). In other words, with increasing mean stimulus
amplitude, the probability of firing increases and the unit
phase-locks to the stimulus with less jitter. Similar results
have been described for constant-amplitude sinusoidal stimuli (Scheich et al. 1973 ) .
Finally, in Fig. 2D, the reverse correlation of the amplitude modulation with the spike train shows that spikes were
typically triggered by a large positive slope in s(t). The
reverse correlation is proportional to the mean stimulus preceeding a spike (De Boer and Kuyper 1968) and can therefore also be used, instead of the optimal filter h(t), to obtain
an estimate of the stimulus ( see Mean firing rate, below).

RESULTS

Response to sinusoidal and stochastic amplitude
modulations-spontaneous
activity

_

As is well known, P receptor afferent units fire with increased probability when the amplitude of an external electric field is raised ( see, for example, Scheich et al. 1973).
This is illustrated in Fig. 2A, where the response of a P
unit to a lo-Hz sinusoidal amplitude modulation and the
corresponding post&imulus histogram are shown. The firing
probability rose as the amplitude of the electric field increased (Fig. 2A, inset) (Bastian and Heiligenberg 1980)
and the peak response showed a slight shift to the left with
respect to the peak stimulus in accordance with earlier results
(Heiligenberg 1986; Hopkins 1976).
The spontaneous activity was studied in 17 units. Spontaneous mean firing frequencies were widely distributed between 0 and 100 Hz, as previously observed (see Fig. 2B1)
(Viancour 1979). The coefficient of variation of the interspike interval distributions varied from very regular
(0.16) to very irregular ( 1.12; see Fig. 2B2). No systematic
relationship between mean interspike interval and coefficient
of variation was observed. Interspike interval distributions
were usually not satisfactorily fitted by gamma distributions
(Franklin and Bair 1995). In 16 of 17 units, there was a
good agreement between the power spectra computed directly from the spike trains and those predicted by the interspike interval distribution under the assumption of a stationary renewal process (see Fig. 2, B3 and B4) (Franklin
and Bair 1995; Heiden 1969; Lukes 1961). Thus the spontaneous activity of P units appears to be consistent with the
assumptions of stationarity (i.e., the statistical properties of
the spike trains are independent of time) and a renewal

Temporal bandwidth
To estimate the effective temporal bandwidth of stimulus
frequencies encoded by the units, a wide-band (fc = 740
Hz, see Fig. 1C) white noise stimulus was applied and the
signal-to-noise ratio in the reconstructions was computed
( see k'q. 6 in METHODS).
A typical result is shown for one
unit in Fig. 3Al (smallest signal-to-noise ratio) ; similar results were obtained for 12 additional units. Signal-to-noise
ratios were always equal to 1 for frequencies >200 Hz,
indicating that those frequencies are not encoded. A short
stretch of the corresponding stimulus and reconstructions as
well as the spike train of the unit is shown in Fig. 3A2.
Because most of the stimulus power was concentrated outside of the frequency band encoded, the quality of the reconstruction is poor; <2.5% (y = 0.024) of the stimulus is
reconstructed (Gabbiani and Koch 1996). Adjusting the cutoff frequency of the stimulus to the frequency band encoded
by the units (fc = 175 Hz) while keeping its standard deviation (total power) constant (see Fig. 1C) improved the signal-to-noise ratio at low frequencies (see Fig. 3A1, largest
signal-to-noise ratio) and the reconstructions reproduced the
stimulus more faithfully, as shown in Fig. 3A3 ( y = 0.222).
In subsequent experiments, except during study of the
effect offc on reconstructions (see CutoJfjFequency, below),
theft of the stimulus was usually set to 88 Hz, a value well
within the range of frequencies encoded by the units and
still covering a large portion of their optimal frequency
range. This proved to be convenient because it allowed an
easier study of the influence of other stimulus parameters
on the quality of reconstructions.
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FIG. 2.
A : response of a P receptor unit to sinusoidal
amplitude
modulations
( 10 Hz). Inset: poststimulus
time histogram
computed
from 2,155 action potentials.
Bl : distribution
of mean spontaneous
activities
in 17 units. B2 : coefficient
of variation
as a function of mean interspike
interval. B3 : interspike
interval distribution
for 1 unit (bin size: 0.5 ms) . B4 : power spectrum
interval
distribution
(-).
The
of the same unit computed
directly
from the spike train (- - -) or from the interspike
prediction
obtained from the interspike
interval distribution
is in good agreement
with the actual power spectrum,
as expected
if the spike trains were a stationary
renewal process. Cl : from bottom to top, interspike
interval
distributions
for increasing
values of mean amplitude
A, and mean firing rate X (bin size: 0.5 ms; h = 24, 55, 98, 112, 152, 174, 208, and 233 Hz;
C3: power spectrum
corresponding
mean amplitude
at the side fin Asf = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 mV/cm).
of the spike train at the lowest firing rate. Compared
with the power spectrum
in B4, peaks have appeared at the carrier
frequency
(415 Hz) and its 2nd harmonics.
C2 : peak power density at the 1st harmonics
vs. mean firing rate. The stimulus
had an fc of 88 Hz. D : reverse correlation
between
spike train and stimulus
for an fc of 88 Hz divided by the mean firing
rate of the cell [R,, ( t)lk] . Similar results (a large negative-positive
change in the mean stimulus
preceding
a spike) were
also obtained at fcs of 175 and 740 Hz.
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Al : signal-to-noise

ratio in response
to stimuli having a high fc (740 Hz, 0 = 0.16 V; smallest signal-to-noise
and a lower fc ( 175 Hz, 0 = 0.17 V; largest signal-to-noise
ratio). A2 : sample reconstructions
for fc = 740 Hz (mean
A3 : sample reconstructions
for fc = 175 Hz (mean firing rate, h = 135 Hz;
rate, h = 139 Hz; Asf = 1 .O mV/cm).
Asf = 1 .O mV/cm).
The power spectra of the 2 stimuli were shown in Fig. 1 C. Bl and Cl : typical stimuli (fc = 88 Hz) and
reconstructions,
as well as the corresponding
spike trains for units xf and xh, respectively
(see Table 1 for the numerical
parameters
and results of these experiments;
A,,. = 1 .O and 0.5 mV/cm, respectively).
B2 and C2 : signal-to-noise
ratios and
power spectra of the presented
stimuli (insets).
B3 and C3 : reconstruction
filters. Insets show the enlarged time course of
the filters for the 1 st 15 ms following
a spike. The error bars are visible at this magnified
scale. Although
the 2 filters are
similar, their detailed time course differs (compare
the 2 insets).
ratio)
firing

Statistics
To study the statistical significance of our data points, we
presented white noise amplitude modulations with the same
parameters 10 times to a unit. Results for two units are

shown in Fig. 3, B (unit xf) and C (unit xh). Figure 3, Bl
and Cl, shows typical traces of the stimuli, the reconstructions, and the corresponding spike trains during a trial. The
next two rows show the signal-to-noise ratios, the power
spectra of the presented stimuli (Fig. 3, B2, C2, and insets),
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1.

“67
Hz
Unit xf
Unit xh

0.193
0.231

+ 0.001
?z 0.001

88 + 0.2
88 t 0.1

h, Hz
164 k 6
227 + 4

I,, bits/s
115 t 2
198 + 2

Y
0.365
0.541

+ 0.004
!I 0.003

YUb

0.82
0.84

Values for the standard deviation,
of the stimulus
(a), its cutoff frequency
(fc), the mean firing rate (X), the rate of mutual information
transmission
(I,), and the coding fraction
(y), for units xf and xh (see also Fig. 3, B and C) are means ? SD over 10 trials. The last column reports for comparison
the maximum
achievable
performance,
Yub, for a rate of mutual information
transmission
matching
the carrier frequency
of the stimulus
(see Eq. 8 in
DISCUSSION).

and the averaged filters, h(t) , with the corresponding error
bars (standard deviation over the 10 trials; Fig. 3, B3 and
C3). Table 1 reports the means ? SD over the 10 experiments, for the standard deviation of the stimulus, 0, itsf,, the
mean firing rate of the units, X, the rate of mutual information
transmission, IE, and the coding fraction, y. The firing rates
of these two units were between 150 and 230 Hz and the
portion of the stimulus reconstructed was in the range of l/
3 - l/2 of the stimulus standard deviation, corresponding to
100-200 bits per second. We conclude that in this preparation, stable recordings over a period of time of T = 135 s
lead to highly reproducible results and statistically significant data points.
Cutoff frequency
The effect of the fc of the stimulus on the coding performance was studied in 13 units and the results are summarized
in Fig. 4. Although the coding fraction, y, decreased with
increasing fc in all cases analyzed (see Fig. 4A; compare
also Fig. 3, A2, A3, Bl, Cl ), the mutual information rates
were only weakly dependent onfc (for fc in the range of SO400 Hz) in 12 of the 13 cases analyzed. A typical example
is shown in Fig. 4A, inset. Peak rates of mutual information
transmission were obtained at fc = 175 Hz (N = 13).
The normalized reconstruction filters (peak value set to
1) of one unit computed at four different j& are shown in
Fig. 4B3. The most significant change observed was a reduction of the filter half-width with increasing fc. This is to
be expected, because the half-width of the autocorrelation
function of the signal decreases with increasing J;: (see Fig.
lC, inset). Thus estimation is only reliable over shorter
times scales for larger fcs. As shown in Fig. 4B2, the width
at half-height of the reconstruction filter follows closely the
width at half-height of the autocorrelation of the stimulus.
Similar results were observed for all units studied (N = 13).
The peak values of the filter usually increased and then
saturated or decreased with fc (see Fig. 4Bl).
As shown in Fig. 3AI, decreasing the fc of the stimulus
increased the signal-to-noise ratio at lower frequencies. This
effect might have two different causes. 1) The power spectral
density was increased in the range of frequencies encoded
by the unit. 2) The power spectral density of the signal was
reduced at high frequencies (compare the power spectra of
the 2 stimuli in Fig. 1C) . To observe in isolation these two
causes, we performed two kind of experiments. 1) Thef, of
the stimulus was kept fixed and the power density was increased (see Variations in the standard deviation, below).
2) The spectral power density of the signal was kept constant
as f, was increased. The results of this latter type of experi-

ment are shown in Fig. 4C for one unit. Increasing the frequency content of the stimulus while keeping the power
density constant (see Fig. 4C, inset) decreased the signalto-noise ratio at low frequencies. Similar results were found
in 10 of 11 units tested. This suggests a nonlinearity in the
encoding of different stimulus frequencies.
Mean firing rate
The effect of the mean firing rate, X, on the coding of
time-varying amplitude modulations was studied by varying
the mean amplitude A, of the electric field (see Fig. 2Cl;
Scheich et al. 1973). Typical results for a single unit are
shown in Fig. 5. The dynamic range of firing rates was
limited at the lower end by the spontaneous activity of a
unit ( see Fig. 2 BI ) and at the upper end by fcarrier7 because
tuberous receptor afferents fire maximally one spike per carrier cycle. The signal-to-noise ratio increased with increasing
mean firing rate and saturated when X reached approximately
(Fig. 5, Al and A2). Similar effects were obha1f
Of fcarrier
served for the coding fraction and the rate of mutual information transmission (see Fig. 5, BI and B2). Correspondingly,
the mutual information transmitted per spike reached a peak
at the beginning of the saturation range and decreased for
higher firing frequencies (Fig. 5 B3). In 17 of 2 1 units analyzed, the linear filter changed with increasing mean firing
rate: the integration time window of the filter shortened and
a negative peak appeared at positive times. Such an example
is plotted in Fig. 5C2. Peak values of the filter saturated at
high firing rates and subsequently decreased in 16 of 21
cases (Fig. 5CI ) .
It has been shown that an estimate of the stimulus can also
be obtained by convolving the spike train with the reverse
correlation of the stimulus (see Fig. 20) divided by the
mean firing rate of the units (Gabbiani and Koch 1996;
Gielen et al. 1988). The fraction, yrev (Fig. 5 Bl, 0)) of the
stimulus reconstructed in this way was compared with the
fraction reconstructed with the use of the optimal filter (Fig.
5B1, l ) . As expected, the quality of reconstructions obtained with the optimal linear filter was always better than
those obtained by reverse correlation, but the difference between the two reconstructions decreased with decreasing firing rate. In the worst case, reconstructions obtained by reverse correlation differed by 20% from those obtained by
optimal linear reconstructions (see Fig. 5 Bl, inset). Reconstructions using reverse correlation were calculated for two
additional units and similar results were observed. This
shows that in these experiments, reverse correlation captures
a substantial part of the time-varying stimulus, but by no
mean all of it.
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Figure 6 shows the coding fraction, rate of mutual information transmission, and mutual information per spike as a
function of mean firing rate for nine units that were tested
with the same stimulus parameters (.fc = 88 Hz, 0 = 0.21
V; experiments performed on a single unit are connected by
-)
and four additional units tested at a higher fc of 175
Hz (---, 0 = 0.19 V). All units showed a very similar
dependence of the coding fraction with mean firing rate: y
increased fairly linearly at low rates and saturated at high
rates. Visual inspection of the plots suggested that the increase in coding fraction was faster for stimuli having a
cutoff frequency of 88 Hz, as compared with stimuli having
a higherf, of 175 Hz. To test the significance of this hypothesis, we pooled the data from all units stimulated with fc =
88 Hz (N = 9,60 data points), performed a linear regression,
and compared the slope (b, ) with that (b,) obtained for
the four units stimulated at fc = 175 Hz (22 data points).
Experimental points corresponding to firing frequencies
>265 Hz were not taken into account, because all units
clearly showed saturation for firing frequencies higher than
this value (see Fig. 6A). The estimated slopes and their 90%
confidence intervals were disjoint [b, = 0.0024 t 0.0003,
(l/Hz) and b2 = 0.0017 t 0.0003 ( 1 /Hz); see Milton and
Arnold 1995, chapt. 111. Alternatively, we fitted a straight
line to the coding fraction versus mean firing rate curve
for each unit and performed a nonparametric comparison
between the two sets of slopes thus obtained. The two populations were significantly different (Wilcoxon rank-sum test,
cy < 0.01; Lehmann 1975). In contrast, the increase in rates
of mutual information transmission were not found to be
significantly different for the two fcs [ see Fig. 6B; b, = 0.91
t 0.12 (bit/Hz) and h, = 1.09 ? 0.21 (bit/Hz), respectively; Wilcoxon rank-sum test, a > 0.331.
Although the curves mutual information rate versus mean
firing rate for one set of stimulus parameters have similar
slope, they are shifted along the mean firing rate axis for
different units. This shift is mainly due to the difference of
spontaneous activity between units (see below) and leads
to a wide distribution of the curves of mutual information
per spike versus mean firing rate (Fig. 6C).
Spontaneous activity and stimulus coding

0

50

100 150 200
frequency

250

300
Hz

FIG. 4. A : coding
fraction
as a function
of fc (plotted
for 13 units)
and rate of mutual
information
transmission
as a function
of fc in 1
typical
example
(inset). B3 : normalized
reconstruction
filter for 1 unit
at different
fcs (88, 175, 266, and 354 Hz). Bl : peak values of the filter
for thesef,s.
B2 : comparison
of the width at half-height
of the filter ( 0)
with the width at half-height
of the stimulus
autocorrelation
function
( l ; see also Fig. 1 C, inset). C: effect of adding power at high frequencies
on the signal-to-noise
ratio. The signal-to-noise
ratio decreases
(the
highest
signal-to-noise
ratio was obtained
for the lowest&)
as power is
added at high frequencies
(see inset; the power spectrum at the intermediate fc, 175 Hz, was obtained
directly
from experimental
data, whereas
for the lowest
and highest fcs, 70 and 354 Hz, the fit obtained
from the
transfer
function
of the low-pass
filter is shown).

The spontaneous activity of the units presented in Fig. 6
ranged from 4 to 89 Hz (the lowest spontaneous activities
correspond to units on the Zefi of Fig. 6A, whereas units
with higher spontaneous rates are shifted toward the right,
as explained below). No significant influence of the spontaneous firing rate on the slope of the coding fraction and
mutual information rate versus the mean firing rate were
observed (Fig. 6, A and B). Comparing the spontaneous
activity of the units with their coding fraction versus mean
firing rate curves (Fig. 6A) showed that significant encoding
occurred for firing frequencies 20-40 Hz above the spontaneous discharge of a unit. Correspondingly, there was a good
correlation between the spontaneous activity, X,, and the
intercept of the best straight line fitting each coding fraction
versus mean firing rate curve (Kendall’s r statistics and D
statistics, cy < 0.01) (Lehmann 1975). If the coding fraction
were related to the mean firing rate by the simple linear
formula y = b, (X - X,), one would expect a tight distribu-
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FIG. 5. Influence
of mean firing rate (mean voltage amplitude A,) on coding for 1 unit. A2 : signal-to-noise
ratio increases
as the mean firing rate increases (h = 86, 113, 121, 123, 147, 166, 189, 201, 211, 246, and 279 Hz; Asf = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7,
0.8, 1 .O, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.6, and 2.0 mV/cm).
For better clarity, the signal-to-noise
ratio has been smoothed
with a SavitzkyGolay filter (n = 16) (Press et al. 1992). A raw trace is superposed
to the smoothed
trace for the median value of the
signal-to-noise
ratio. Al : peak signal-to-noise
ratio as a function
of mean firing rate. Bl : coding fraction
for the optimal
reconstructions
( l ) and reconstructions
obtained from the reverse correlation
( 0) as a function
of the mean firing rate, the
difference
between the 2 is shown in the top inset. B2 and B3: mutual information
rate and mutual information
transmitted
per spike (computed
from the top panel, see Theory).
C2 : normalized
reconstruction
filter for a different
cell than in A and
B. As the mean firing rate increases
( X = 55, 98, 112, 152, 174, 208, 233, 245, and 249 Hz; Asf = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6,
0.8, 1 .O, and 1.4 mV/cm)
, the time window
of integration
shortens and a negative peak appears at positive
times. Cl : peak
value of the filter as a function
of mean firing rate.

tion of the coding fraction versus mean firing rate curves
after replotting y as a function of X - X, for different units.
This was, however, not observed (plot not shown).
Variations in the standard deviation
The effect of changes in the standard deviation, 0, of the
stimulus, s(t), modulating the amplitude, A (t) = A,[ 1 +
s ( t) 1, of the electric field ( see Eq. I ) were also studied. In
the visual domain, this would correspond to the visual contrast. The range of values for the standard deviation was
limited to 0 < 0.25 V, to avoid phase changes in the stimulus, as explained in METHODS.
Typical results for a single
unit are shown in Fig. 7. The signal-to-noise ratio increased
with increasing standard deviation (Fig. 7, Al and A3). Similarly, the coding fraction, the mutual information rate, and
the mutual information per spike increased with increasing
standard deviation (Fig. 7, BI -233). Peak values of the filter
increased with standard deviation (Fig. 7Cl), whereas the
normalized filter remained largely unaltered (Fig. 7C2).

This last result was observed in 11 of 15 units analyzed. The
mean firing rate showed some dependence on the standard
deviation of the stimulus; this dependence varied from unit
to unit but was usually small (Fig. 7A2).
Figure 8 shows the coding fraction, rate of mutual information transmission, and mutual information per spike as a
function of the standard deviation for six units that were
tested at the same fc, 88 Hz. Experiments performed on a
single unit are connected by a solid line. The three dashed
lines correspond to one unit (unit xr) for which the mean
firing rate was changed between experiments by changing
A, (bottom trace: X = 70 Hz, middle trace : X = 110 Hz,
top trace: X = 170 Hz). For all units studied, the coding
fraction, mutual information rates, and mutual information
per spike increased with increasing standard deviation. The
initial slope of the coding fraction versus mean firing rate
curves, as well as the value of the standard deviation at
which the units reached saturation, showed considerable
variation. For unit xr, measurements taken at three different
mean firing rates (Fig. 8A, dashed lines) showed that for
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We quantified the encoding of information in P-type electroreceptor afferents of the electric fish, Eigenmannia, by
reconstructing part of the stimuli from the recorded spike
trains. This can be thought of as characterizing the temporal
aspects of the afferents receptive field by the use of engineering criteria. Specifically, we characterized coding performance by the signal-to-noise ratio, the mutual information
rate, and, for the first time in this context, by the coding
fraction, an absolute measure of the fraction of the stimulus
that has been coded in the spike trains. Using this model
system, we explored the more general question of how the
coding performance depends on the statistics of the stimulus
and the spontaneous and driven activity of a single neuron.
We find that, despite the noisy nature of these spike trains
and their high spontaneous discharge rate, single afferents
can encode a significant fraction of the stimulus.
Technical considerations
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This plot is shown in the inset of Fig. 8A. There is a good
correlation between mean coding fraction and mean minus
spontaneous firing rate (Kendall’s r statistics and D statistics, cx< 0.01) (Lehmann 1975 ) , thus confirming that different mean minus spontaneous firing rates account for the
observed variation between experiments.
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FIG. 6. A : coding fraction
as a function
of mean firing rate for 13 units
studied at 2 different fcs, 88 Hz (-,
9 units) and 175 Hz (- - -, 4 units).
B and C: rates of mutual information
transmission
and mutual information
transmitted
per spike, respectively,
for the same 13 units.

The head-tail electric field geometry was chosen because
it has been proven to be most effective in the behavioral
response of the jamming avoidance response (Heiligenberg
et al. 1978) and thus may be expected to be the closest
approximation to the natural field geometry. However, it has
the disadvantage of being inhomogeneous. The strongest
distinction between T- and P-type electroreceptor afferents
is the threshold amplitude for 1: 1 phase-locking. Because
the exact location of the receptors was not mapped in these
experiments and the electric field was inhomogenous, this
distinction is subject to a degree of uncertainty. Thus some
of the units selected to be P-type afferents might be understimulated T-type afferents. However, in our data analysis
(see RESULTS)
we did not find any hints that might justify
two distinct types of afferents. This suggests that, most probably, all units selected were P-type afferents or, alternatively,
that P- and T-type afferents described in previous studies
cannot be distinguished by their physiological response in
this analysis because the amplitude of the electric field was
adjusted differently from previous studies. That the physiological differences in electroreceptor afferent types is an
amplitude-dependent
phenomenon was suggested earlier
(Bastian and Heiligenberg 1980; Viancour 1979).
Reverse correlation

larger mean firing rates the initial slope was larger and saturation was reached at a lower value of the standard deviation.
This suggested that the variability observed might be caused
by different mean firing rates between experiments. To substantiate this hypothesis, we took each experiment, averaged
the coding fraction for all values of the standard deviation
used, and plotted it against the mean firing rate (which was
fairly constant, see Fig. 7A2) minus the spontaneous activity.

and linear reconstruction Jilter

The reverse correlation of the amplitude modulation with
the spike train (see Fig. 2 D) shows that spikes were typically
triggered by a large positive slope in the stimulus. Similar
observations have been made for spike generation in retinal
ganglion cells with optical stimuli (Warland and Meister 1993)
and for spike generation by white noise current injection in
neocortical neurons as well as in other preparations (see
Mainen and Sejnowski 1995, as well as the references given
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FIG. 7.
Influence
of standard deviation
on coding for 1 unit. In the visual domain, this would correspond
to the Weber
contrast. A3: signal-to-noise
ratio increases
with increasing
standard deviation
(CT = 0.03, 0.05, 0.09, 0.13, and 0.23 V; the
signal-to-noise
ratio has been smoothed
as in Fig. 5A). Al : peak signal-to-noise
ratio as a function
of standard deviation.
A2 : mean firing rate as a function
of standard deviation.
Bl -B3 : coding fraction,
rate of mutual information
transmission
and mutual information
transmitted
per spike as a function
of standard deviation.
C2 : typical normalized
filters obtained for
the same unit at the same values of the standard deviation.
Cl : peak filter value as a function
of standard deviation.

there). In the limit of low firing rate, the optimal linear reconstruction filter, h( t>, was shown to be the reverse correlation
divided by the mean firing rate in idealized model neurons that
linearly filter and half-wave rectify a time-varying stimulus and
then encode it through changes in their instantaneous firing
rate (Gabbiani and Koch 1996). Thus one can expect the
reconstructions based on these two functions to have identical
coding fractions in the limit of low firing rates. This theoretical
prediction is in agreement with the present experimental results
( see Fig. 5BI ) . Although neither the biophysical interpretation
nor the computational properties that could be read from the
reconstruction filter are obvious (see for example Gabbiani
and Koch 1996; Poggio 1978), the filter h(t) is an important
component of the present analysis. Our results show that h(t)
changes when the statistics of the stimulus (fc> or the mean
firing rate of the unit changes, as well as across units (see
Figs. 3, B3 and C3, 4B3, and 5C2). These observations are
in agreement with theoretical predictions (Gabbiani and Koch
1996) and argue against the notion-expressed
previously
( see, for instance, Bialek et al. 199 1) -that single cells might
explicitely reconstruct the stimuli at the level of single synapses from presynaptic spike trains. Such reconstructions
would require substantial changes of the postsynaptic voltage
waveform [corresponding to the observed changes in h ( t) ]
in response to changes in stimulus parameters or changes in
biophysical parameters of the presynaptic cell, such as the
mean firing rate. A further practical implication of these observations is that the present stochastic estimation method is powerful in quantifying the coding of white noise stimuli with
stationary statistics, but more elaborated techniques will have
to be used to study the coding of stimuli with nonstationary
statistics, or if the spike train is not stationary in response to
the stimulus.

The existence of nonlinearities
In a linear system, the signal-to-noise ratio at a given
frequency f0 (see Eq. 6) will be independent of other frequency components of the stimulus (Gabbiani 1996; Gabbiani and Koch 1996). The present experiments show that
adding high frequencies to the stimulus reduced the signalto-noise ratio at low frequencies (see Fig. 4C). This indicates a nonlinearity of the receptors’ response to electric
field amplitude modulations. The observed nonlinearity was
small when compared with changes in signal-to-noise ratio
obtained by raising the mean firing rate (Fig. 5A) or the
power spectral density of the stimulus (Fig. 7, AI and A3).
These two latter effects are consistent with simplified linear
models, except near saturation (see Figs. 5AI and 7Al)
(Gabbiani 1996; Gabbiani and Koch 1996). A Wiener kernel
analysis and modeling of electric field amplitude coding in
electroreceptor afferents (Xu et al. 1994) may allow for a
more detailed study of these observations.
Temporal bandwidth, sampling theorem, and natural
stimuli
According to the sampling theorem, a system with sampling frequency fs has a maximal temporal bandwidth h/2.
Because electroreceptor afferents fire maximally one spike
per carrier cycle and thus sample the amplitude of the electric
field maximally at fcarrier(which was typically slightly larger
than 400 Hz), one expects no encoding of stimulus frequencies >200 Hz. From the calculated signal-to-noise ratio we
read an effective temporal bandwidth of typically 200 Hz
for wide-band white noise stimuli (see Fig. 3Al). This is
half the sampling frequency of the units, and our results
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are thus consistent with the limits imposed by the sampling
theorem. So far, the typical power spectrum of natural amplitude modulations around the fish in its natural habitat has
not been measured. However, amplitude modulations caused
by small moving objects have been estimated to be between
2 and 80 Hz (on the basis of typical velocity of the fish,
Bastian 1981). As illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4A, the signalto-noise ratio and the fraction of the signal encoded in single
spike trains increased as the cutoff frequency of the stimulus
was decreased between 740 and 88 Hz. In subsequent experiments, we verified that these results hold for fcs down to 2
Hz (N = 3 units tested at .fc = 2, 20, and 50 hz, y increased
up to 0.67 and the peak signal-to-noise ratio up to 12: 1 for
the lowest fc, 2 Hz).
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--FIG. 8. A : coding fraction
vs. standard deviation
for 9 experiments - performed at the same fc. The 3 experiments
connected
by dashed lines were
all performed
on the same unit, but at 3 different
mean firing rates (X =
70, 110, and 170 Hz from the lowest to the highest coding fraction,
respectively; this corresponds
to 3 different
values of A,; Asf = 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6
mV/cm)
. Inset: mean coding fraction is plotted against the mean firing rate
minus the spontaneous
activity
(the averages are taken over all the standard
deviations
tested) for the 9 experiments.
This shows a good correlation
between the 2 variables.
B and C: rate of mutual information
transmission
and mutual information
per spike for the same experiments.

The mean firing rate, X, increases with the mean amplitude, A, (or equivalently with A,,), of the electric field. Thus
we were able to study the coding performance as a function
of the mean firing rate by changing the mean amplitude of
the stimulus. Because A (t) = A, + A,s (t) , changing A, also
changes the absolute standard deviation of A,s (t) while the
contrast, 0, of the stimulus is kept constant [the standard
deviation of s(t), also known as Weber contrast in visual
psychophysics].
The signal-to-noise ratio, the mutual information rate, and
the coding fraction increased with increasing mean firing
rate ( and fixed contrast) within the dynamic range of the
unit (i.e., for firing rates between the spontaneous activity
and half of fcamier;see Figs. 5 and 6). Coding started for
mean firing rates 20-40 Hz above the spontaneous discharge
and both coding fraction and mutual information rate reached
a maximum at about half of fcamier.Furthermore, we found
a differential sensitivity of the coding fraction and the rate
of mutual information transmission asfc of the stimulus was
changed (see Fig. 6, A and B). Although the coding fraction
increased more slowly with mean firing rate at higher fcs,
the increase in mutual information transmitted with mean
firing rate remained largely unchanged. This indicates that
the decreased gain in coding fraction was compensated by
the increased fc when the rate of mutual information transmission was computed (see Eq. 7). That the rate of mutual
information transmission and coding fraction might show a
differential gain sensitivity as a function offc was suggested
by theoretical work (Gabbiani and Koch 1996). The mutual
information transmitted per spike increased with mean firing
rate and peaked close to saturation of the coding fraction
(Fig. 6C). This behavior is different from the one predicted
in simple neuronal models (Gabbiani and Koch 1996) but
can easily be explained by the absence of spontaneous activity in these models.
The mean firing rate of amplitude coding electroreceptor
afferents in the uncurarized but anesthetized fish, i.e., with
the natural electric field established by the electric organ,
has been measured to be between 30 and 75 Hz for fish with
Hz (Scheich et al. 1973). The anesthetic
an fcarrier
Of -300
used in these experiments (tricaine methanesulphonate) is
known to reduce the spontaneous activity and the EOD frequency (Hopkins 1976) and thus the mean firing rate in an
untreated fish may be higher than the one measured by
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and fcs expected to be relevant for electrolocation (Bastian
198 1) and, presumably, for electrocommunication.
In this context, our two main results are as follows. 1)
The information transmitted by P receptors depends on the
mean firing rate of the afferents, the fc of the stimulus and
its contrast. This provides, to the best of our knowledge, the
Standard deviation or contrast
first experimental evidence that such stimulus and biophysiThe coding fraction, as well as the mutual information
cal parameters can influence the accuracy of information
rate, increased with increasing standard deviation of the transmission in single spike trains. We expect that similar
white noise, s(t), within the dynamic range of the afferents
results will hold at early stages in the pathway of the mam(see Figs. 7 and 8). Because the mean firing rate was usually
malian visual system as well. 2) Individual P receptors are
constant when the standard deviation was changed (Fig.
able to convey an accurate (up to 67%) and efficient ( > 1/
7A2), improved performance at high contrasts was not due
2 of the theoretical maximum) representation of electric
to an increase in mean firing rate. For very high firing frestimuli on to the next processing station of the amplitude
quencies ( >265 Hz, near saturation) an increase in contrast pathway, the electrosensory lateral line lobe. The coding
caused a decrease in mean firing rate (as is expected, because accuracy of individual neurons could be improved at this
the stimulus voltage spends less time at values causing the stage by averaging over receptor afferents (the convergence
unit firing rate to saturate). This still resulted in improved
of afferents onto basiliar pyramidal cells, for example, has
reconstructions. The coding fraction was expected to peak been estimated to range between 6 and 20) (Shumway
and then decrease with increasing standard deviation. The
1989). Although it is unclear at present how such informalatter decrease was not observed in the present experiments,
tion is used for electrolocation, behaviorally it is known that
most probably because very high ( >0.25 V) standard devia- Eigenmannia is able to sense extremly small changes in
tions could not be generated under our experimental condielectric field amplitude modulations (at least down to the
tions
(See
METHODS).
1% level) (Kawasaki et al. 1988; Rose and Heiligengerg
1985). In this context, it would be particularly interesting
to correlate the quantitative measures of coding, such as the
Upper bound on the performance of P receptors
signal-to-noise ratio, the coding fraction, and the mutual
Because P-type electroreceptor afferents fire either no or information rate with a measure of behavioral performance.
a single spike per carrier cycle, an upper bound for the It presently appears difficult to design a behavioral paradigm
mutual information about the amplitude modulation con- answering these questions. However, the power of the
veyed by a single spike train is given (in bits per s) by fcarrier method used here also relies on the fact that the reconstruc(in Hz; Hagiwara and Morita 1963). Thus the P receptor
tions and the measures of coding may be compared quantitaunits studied here cannot convey >400 bits per second of tively at different stages of an information processing pathmutual information about the stimulus. Setting & = fcarrierin way. Convergence of sensory information may lead to an
Eq. 7 for the E-entropy leads to an upper bound for the increase of the coding fraction (see above). Conversely, if
fraction of the signal that can be theoretically encoded if the the coding fraction decreases, the reconstructions could restimulus is Gaussian
veal which features of the stimulus were extracted between
two stages of a sensory pathway.
f
log (2)
yub= 1 - exp - F
[
Scheich et al. ( 1973). Although the mean firing rate in an
untreated fish is difficult to measure, the evidence cited
above suggests that the natural mean firing rate may be
below the range of optimal performance.

C

1

(8)

This upper bound increases with the ratio fcamierlfc and for
f carrier = 400 Hz& = 100 Hz, as was typically used in these
experiments, we find YUb= 0.75. Thus individual P receptors
encode more than half of the information that can in principle
be encoded about the stimulus (see Figs. 6A and 8A and
compare y with YUbin Table 1).
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The electric sense is used by weakly electric fish to locate
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electric field amplitude modulations are a necessary component of the sensory stimulus used by the fish. It is thus of
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receptor afferents are able to pass amplitude information on
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the portion of amplitude modulations that could be reconstructed from single spike trains of P-type afferents. The
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